Lisa
Wesc. Jewelry
K99 M 2 16 June 99
CB 2.4 cleaning 6/16
[CB24 CL] Earring:
  silver earring/rampax - thin

Single fragment preserving lower ring,
pack of both shafts
P. L. I  W. 9

\[ \text{[Diagram of earring]} \]

1.1 cm
0.9 cm
A00 m 1 (K0000001)
X.D. 8.123, from [1000000] = robbing episode

Gold Earring

Single piece, preserving lower part and one stud.

PL 1.6
W 3.6
Th 0.35
Weight 0.95 g

missing

In Jerusalem?
Bko 2.4.203 7.2.2000

Loc [CB24.051] = Persian Loom, Hell Ashplk, Whealridge, CW

Bicone Black Loop Earring

Complete - Fragile
Threadend loop lattice with heavy thicken at bottom

PL 1.7 cm
W 1.2 cm
Th. bulge 0.4 cm
Th. hoop 0.16 cm

Earring
Single loop
Complete
No core
Cu alloy

To be drawn

02 June 06 - JWEW
Koom 133
C 8 3 8 0 8 8
Loc 38017 = full debris, LDM?
OT? = Hell?

Silver Earring
Incomplete, 1/4 preserved, pin end preserved.
Loop silver earring fragment with circular section.
Wider on the hoop than at the pin end.

PL 1.7cm
PW 1.1
Th. max 0.3cm
Th. min (pin end) 0.15cm

Earring
Single fragment, pres. 3/4 of lower ring and part of one shaft.

22.06.06 - MEM
KOB1001          G49/2008
ctx 18002        28 May 08:

Loc: [CB18014] = T05301L; Ras el Fuka
Jewellery

**Earring, Sumeroidal.** 1 fr. pres.

**Bronze, Sumeroidal Earring**

- Missing wire to pass through ear; otherwise in very good condition
- A granulated ring marks the transition from the leaf-shaped lower section to the wire.
- On the front face are four larger granules arranged in a diamond pattern; these granules have uneven raised midas making them look like bosses.

**PH** 2.2 cm
**Depth** 1.4 cm
**Th:** 0.6 cm (side granules).

- Diameter of larger granules 0.2 cm
- Diameter of smaller granules in ring 0.1 cm.
- And of wire on wire 0.1 cm.

Deco'd w/ coiled wire, located in metal box KOB1011.
4 granules arrange in diamond shape in circle of wire wire topped w/ granulated ring.

"Ex of Khirbat Yama (Ya ham) in S. Sharah Plts" by Zifgal Abbaal Foqin

Ereb, Sobon
Hellenistic Art
Copper Alloy Earring

Intact but missing part of one hoop.
Decorated with enameled wires.

\[ \begin{align*}
PH & \quad 1.6 \text{cm} \\
Th. & \quad \text{max. } 0.5 \text{cm} \\
      & \quad \text{min. } 0.2 \text{cm} \\
\text{Unrolled length of hoop} & \quad 4.2 \text{cm} \\
\text{Diam.} & \quad 1.4 \text{cm}
\end{align*} \]

Earring:
Presses entire ring and most of wire.
Decorated w/ coils of wire wrapped around ring.

Drawn by: [Signature]

Leaf: [Signature]
Bronze Bracelet - Torque

Intact - Complete - Corrosion obscuring decoration
Circular - incision
A circular bronze bracelet which does not quite meet.
The bracelet is thicker in the middle and taper to the two ends.
Under the corrosion, one may just discern two circular bands. No ring decoration for most flat section.

L 6.5 cm
W 6.35 cm
Th 0.78 cm - 0.3 cm
509 MB34
Basket CB47 Cream
Locus CB47

Copper Alloy Bracelet

Fragment of a punch style bracelet decorated with beadwork - triangular section

Width max. 8.0cm
min 6.5cm

Length 8.8cm

Diam. 5.9cm

Th. max 0.5cm
min 0.3cm

Drawn by: FRM
Leaf:

Tracking #: 1633
Date: 07 July 2009
K99 T2 6
CA 9.3.057
Loc [CA93011]
fig/pendant frag

missing
Stone Pendant

W: 1.7 cm

PL: 5 cm

Th: 1.1 cm


Pendant, oblong, stone. Single flag preserved. Top portion of pendant.
K083012
CB7.6.104

[CB26037] = fill, KH

Jewellery

Stone Pendant

broken - bottom dent - upper section + suspension
hole preserved

PH 3.5cm
PW 2.4cm
Th 1.2cm
Hole Diam 0.3cm

> chip broken off

cleaner surface

pendant, oblong stone
simple flag pierced, prof.
and upper section. Broken
at bottom.
hole drilled from both sides b/c in conical on both sides
Bone Tool / Spatula
L 4.3 cm
W 1.3 cm
Th. 0.4 cm
Green Stone Teardrop Pendant

Intact bead/pendent missing a small chip at top on one side of string hole. Well worn.

- H 2.4 cm
- Max. Diam 1.1 cm
- Hole Diam 0.1 cm

carnivalos

drawn by:  
leaf:
Black Stone Pendan

Rectangular bead with small central hole
- H 3.3 cm
- W 1.7 cm
- Th 0.9 cm
- Diam hole 0.2 cm.

Greenish-black with lighter green streaks
Koom062

CB39.044 6.11.2000

Loc. CB39011 [brick yellow layer; ESA midden brick]

Bronze: painted clay. Jewellery?

Clay with wrapping of bronze wire - could be a necklace clay attached to the wire to hold the beads.
PL 1.9 cm
W 0.4 cm (knot).

LAC - "knot" of wire = spiral? clip.
Break at end of knot/spiral.

Time 06.01.02
Bronze Wire Links

2 complete links - original length (no of links) unknown.

Two bronze links made in the manner of two pieces of bronze wire. Each length has each end twisted into a loop and then the ends are wrapped around the centre of the rod until the two ends meet. One link has the ends wrapped twice, the other has the ends wrapped 3x. These were made at the same time.

L: 7.5 cm - link - wrapped 2 x: R: 4.0 cm
W: 0.6 cm
Th: 0.2 cm - link - ends wrapped 3 x: L: 3.8 cm

22.06.06 - T. Fjeld
Iron Buckle/Attachment

2 joining fragments
Incomplete. Missing the rest of the socket. - badly corroded.

As small iron attachment, which has one flat end & thin curved sides making the transition to the shaft. The shaft appears to have been a solid strap-like band.

PL (two pieces) 4.2cm
PW 1.3cm
Th shaft - 0.6 x 0.85cm

Tracking # 923
Tool ? Utility.
K08 M030 02-5-056 24 Jun 08 Track 1 969

3-Copper Alloy Loops - Knotted/4 for Bent

Loop 1: L. 2.4 cm
  Diameter 0.2 cm.

Loop 2: L. 2.2 cm
  Diameter 0.2 cm.

Loop 3: 3.0 cm
  Diameter 0.2 cm
  Knot.

Necklace Anklets Ph. Coastal Fine.
  Possibly Proto or Real.
  ESA, v. organic.

Found with K08G004, K08G005, K08B002
  K08 M029-033.